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Intro
Knowing the tectonic history of the planet is a useful endeavor. If we know how the land 
formed, we can predict natural disasters, find mineral resources, and better plan urban 
developments. This is especially important in a geologically turbulent area like the pacific 
northwest, and one of the largest formations in the region, the Straight Creek Fault.

Research Question
What then does the totality of the data say about the history of the Straight Creek Fault, and 
does it support or refute the current view of it’s tectonic history?

Background
The Straight Creek Fault is a strike-slip fault that runs from southern Washington to 
southern Canada where it is known as the Fraser River Fault. Even with the most 
conservative estimates, the fault is large compared to other strike-slip faults (Sylvester, 
1988). Because of its large size, it is a significant structure in the history of the Pacific 
Northwest. As important a fault as it is, there has never been a single complete view of the 
fault’s history.
A period of interest surrounding the fault include the Eocene Extension period. During this 
period, the Pacific Northwest saw around 100km of extension, with northward translation 
from strike-slip fault motion (Umhoefer & Miller, 1996). 

Methods
This project is highly research based. The method used was to synthesize a plurality of data 
from many different academic sources, then compare the results to determine the most 
likely answer.

Results
● Total length: At least ~347km according to Tabor and Monger & Journeay
● Movement began between 50ma to 45ma after the Sauk Basin deposition
● Movement Stopped 35mya because of granitic plutons that intruded over the fault
● The fault’s rate of movement was between 0.8 and 1.4 cm a year over a period of 10 to 

15 million years.
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Conclusion
The Straight Creek Fault is still an unexplored structure in the history of the Pacific 
Northwest. While there is still ambiguity in the specifics of the fault, this may be due to the 
inconsistencies in mapping across the border. A next step for the pacific northwest could be 
a collaborative project between USGS and GAC geologists to map the structures in the 
Pacific Northwest using modern technology.

Abstract
The Straight Creek Fault (SCF) / Fraser River Fault is a major structure in the Pacific 
Northwest, that has never had a full synthesis of it’s history constructed. This capstone’s 
intention is to collect papers discussing the geologic history of the Pacific Northwest then 
combine them into one history of the SCF. This research showed that the fault rate of 
movement is within known boundaries for strike-slip faults. The fault began to move 
between 45mya and 50mya, and stopped around 35mya at a rate of 0.8cm/yr to 1.4cm/yr. 
These rates are determined by measuring significant geologic structures that cross-cut the 
SCF, as well as examining large mapping initiatives from US and Canadian geologists. 
During this research, there were found to be some mapping errors along the 
America/Canadian border, as well as around the southern end of the SCF. To get a more 
accurate view of the fault, a USGS/GAC initiative to map the border is needed to reevaluate 
the geologic structures which cross it.
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Structure Source Hypothesized Offset (appx) Color (Above)

Bridge River -> Bridge River Monger & Journeay, 1992 80km Red

Methow -> Methow Monger & Journeay, 1992 80km Blue

Chuckanut -> Teanaway River 
Block

Eddy et al, 2016 125km Green

Cache Creek -> Spences Bridge Monger & Journeay, 1992 140km Not shown

Bridge River -> Cascade 
Metamorphic Core

Monger & Journeay, 1992 140km Not shown

Settler Schists -> Chiwuakum 
Schists

Misch, 1977 190km Not shown

Granitic Plutons Umhoefer & Miller, 1996 No offset, used to mark when fault 
stopped movement
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San Andres SCF (Fastest)

SCF Slowest

San Clemente
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Discussion
The length of the fault determined by mapping done by American (Tabor 1994) and 
Canadian geologists (Monger & Journey 1994) in the 1990s. The length of the fault is 
~347km at the shortest, but continues to extend north as the fault interacts with the 
Northern Rocky Mountain Trench Fault Zone (Price & Carmichael 1986).
The start of the fault movement is constrained by the Eocene Extension period, sedimentary 
rocks deposited by extensional faulting in the Swauk Basin can be dated to this time and 
they are the oldest rocks that are cross-cut by the SCF.
Movement of the fault stopped by 35mya. This is shown by a series of granitic plutons that 
seal the fault (Umhoefer & Miller, 1996). These plutons are the oldest rocks that cross over 
SCF, and are not cut by fault movement.
The fault’s offset is determined by finding similar geologic structures on each side of the 
fault, determining that they were once the same structure, and then measuring the distance 
between them. Some of these structures are listed on the table in fig A. While the range is 
wide, the trend goes from a large offset in the south, moving towards smaller offsets in the 
north. This implies the fault movement originated in the south (Bourne et al. 1998).
Since the fault’s offset is known, and the period of movement is known, we can calculate the 
rates of movement of the SCF (shown in fig B and fig C).
One problem discovered is an inconsistency in mapping across the US - Canadian border. 
Maps were found to not line up and slightly different results were seen from researchers 
from each country.
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Fig A: Highlighted structures used to determine range of fault motion; Below, 

Fig B: Strike-slip fault movement rates compared, including SCF rates
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Fig C: Rates of movement plotted on a graph of time vs distance
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